
Video QoE Driven 
Based on real-time QoE metrics that take 
into account picture and playback quality 

 

 

Dynamic Optimization 
Adjusts encrypted flow rates in real-time 
based on detected encoding settings to 
deliver a predictable video resolution 
that preserves a consistent QoE across 
users and maximizes  

  savings 

 
 

                      User Behavior Awareness 
Differentiates video streaming from oth-
er activity for the same content provider 
to preserve QoE. Similarly, detects third 
party applications that test network 
performance and dynamically adjusts 
optimization to maximize scoring 
 

 

Video Start Time Acceleration 
Delivers the amount of data needed to 
build the playback buffer at maximum 
speed. When combined with Enea accel-
eration solutions, video  playback  starts 
15% sooner 

 
 
 

NFV Compliant 
Certified on Openstack, VMWare, CISCO, 
Huawei and Ericsson NFV  environments 
 

 

5G Ready 
Built on a CUPS-based architecture that 
leverages an ultra-efficient Vector Packet 
Processing engine to integrate into 5G 
UPF frameworks  

Key Benefits 
The internet has gone dark. Today, 80% of the data processed by mobile 
networks worldwide is encrypted, and video represents 60% of total 
mobile traffic. Mobile traffic is projected to grow over 46% CAGR until 
2023 and by then over 90% will be video. This dramatic increase means 
operators need to maximize capacity without sacrificing end-user 
experience. Congested networks deliver a poor user experience, 
encourage subscriber churn and impact profitability. With Over-The-Top 
(OTT) players embracing their own proprietary protocols, problems are 
magnified further. 

The Solution 

Enea’s Encrypted Video Manager (EVM) intelligently adjusts and 
optimises OTT encrypted video to maximize subscriber QoE and control its 
impact on the RAN, packet core network, backhaul and transit links. 

EVM enables operators to rapidly adapt to changing traffic demands by 
means of a QoE-driven orchestration engine. Operators can create flexible 
business rules that combine content, device and contextual conditions 
that are evaluated at line-rate speeds. EVM applies tailored policies based 
on the real-time evaluation of congestion status, client player, device, 
bearer, roaming status, cell ID, time of the day, type of content, content 
provider, video resolution and bitrate, among others. 

Transparent TCP and UDP encrypted video categorization 

 Categorizes HTTP, HTTPS and QUIC traffic by content type, 
differentiates video stream activities from video downloads or web 
browsing for the same content provider 

 Categorizes encrypted video by delivery mechanism, container, codec, 
resolution and bitrate 

Extensible heuristics engine 

Flow-based heuristics engine with specific signatures for the top content 
providers and a generic video signature for the OTT long-tail. New 
signatures are periodically released as updates. 

Best in class encrypted video traffic management and optimization 

Encrypted Video Manager 

DATASHEET 

Reduced Congestion – Increased Utilisation  



Selective delivery optimization 

As opposed to rudimentary solutions that throttle throughput 
from an entire domain, EVM is selective per flow, allowing the 
endpoints to negotiate specific qualities and to prevent stalling.  

Video QoE protection 

Optimization is dynamically released or adjusted as needed to 
preserve playback experience. 

Video quality driven 

Quality of picture-driven optimization through real-time MOS 
quality video evaluation. 

Video analytics 

An essential tool to understand video and subscriber 
experience to unlock and monetize OTT video. Using advanced 
sampling techniques, the dashboards report pre- and post-
optimization traffic profiles, video characteristics, QoE metrics 
such as video resolution or MOS scores and utilization metrics 
such as video watch time or number of videos played by 
subscriber (see illustrations below). 

 

 

 

 

Find out  
more! 

 Video Watched Time 

Video Distribution by Vertical Resolution Based on Watched Time 

Enea’s Mobile Data Optimization solution consists of a suite of products: RAN Congestion 
Manager, Encrypted Video Manager, and TCP Accelerator 

Enea is one of the world’s leading specialists in software for telecommunications and cybersecurity. The company’s cloud-
native products are used to enable and protect services for mobile subscribers, enterprise customers, and connected devices. 
More than 4.5 billion people rely on Enea technologies in their daily lives.  
For more information: www.enea.com  
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